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For a reaction 1 + 2 → 1 ′ + . . . + n ′ the T-matrix T f i is obtained by (α i denotes further internal quantum numbers, S int := d 4 x L int (x) the interaction part of the action) 2 :
while a typical Breit-frame momentum space current distribution for the calculation of electromagnetic formfactors is given in covariant gauge by (q := p ′ µ − p µ = (0, q )):
Assume now, that at least one of the in-or out-states in (1) and the in-and out-state in (2) is a composite system denoted here by |P, B >, which fulfils the same relativistic onshell-normalization condition as the underlying "elementary" one-particle states, i.e.:
The composite state vector can be decomposed into free one-particle Fock-states, i.e.:
The Fourier-expansion of free Bosonic and Fermionic field operators φ(x) and ψ(x):
(s, t are spin-and isospin-projection quantum numbers) can easily inverted by:
These identities are now applied to the matrix elements ≪ p 1 , s 1 ; . . . ; p n , s n |P, B > in (4):
The crucial and only two assumptions of the presented new ABSSM are the following: (a) Inverse application of the LSZ-reduction technique is possible and yields ψ(x) → Z −1/2 ψ ψ H (x) (ψ H (x) = Heisenberg-operator, Z ψ = renormalization constant). (b) Due to causality the composite state |P, B > projects on time-ordered products of field-operators. Using these assumptions the ABSSM allows the following replacement in (7):
An analogue expression holds for Bosons. In the following I will skip for simplicity the indices "H" and set the renormalization constants to one 3 . For a Fermionic composite system the Fock-expansion (4) of the composite state vector within the ABSSM yields in configuration space (A similar expansion of purely Bosonic and mixed Fermion-Boson composite systems is straight forward!):
After introduction of Jacobi-coordinates -in the two particle sector they are defined by X := η 1 x 1 + η 2 x 2 , x := x 1 − x 2 , P := p 1 + p 2 , q := η 2 p 1 − η 1 p 2 with η 1 + η 2 = 1 -the appearing Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes (BSAs) and their adjoints are Fourier-transformed. In the two particle (and of course anti-particle) sector this is done e.g. by:
. . .
Treating the deuteron as a pure two nucleon system the ABSSM yields e.g. (M = 0, ±1):
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Here I used φ ( i j ) B
(P, q ) := dq 0 ψ ( i j ) B
(P, q )/(2π) (i ∈ {2,2}, j ∈ {1,1}). Application of (9) to the normalization condition (3) yields within the ABSSM an interaction independent
